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                        Crypto Wallet for Buying, Staking & Swapping
                    

                    
                        
                            Manage your Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP, Litecoin, USDT, and over 1000+ other coins and tokens. 
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                                    Adoption. Thank you for the support @atomicwallet !
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                                    Being able to exchange assets without a centralized service is awesome - atomicwallet.io
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                                    Emailed their support and received an answer within ten minutes. Problem was taken care of. Wish eveyone provided such support. Thanks Atomic. 
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                                    If you are looking for a Multi-Asset Crypto Wallet, look into @atomicwallet! Much Respect to the team behind it... 
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                                    Personal favorite multi currency wallet. Very useful Coin Swapping exchange, exchange any coin to other coin, I normally used it for swapping my high value coins against small value coins... 
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                                    Super Multi-Wallet.  if there are problems , they do fast updates to solve things, Top. great support also. Go on like that, Respect. 
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             Manage your portfolio 

             Manage, Swap, Buy and Stake your favorite assets. Securely hold your NFTs and 1000+ other coins and tokens. Sort your portfolio by amount and value. 
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         Swap 60+ crypto pairs anonymously and receive a cash back 
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         Buy Bitcoin, Ethereum, SOL, XRP, ADA, DOT, USDT, BUSD and other coins with your bank card. We accept USD, EUR, and your local currency worldwide 
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         Stake and earn 

         Get rewards on staking ETH, ADA, BNB, SOL, TRX, NEAR, XTZ, HBAR and other coins with 5-20% APR. 
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                                Your private keys are encrypted and never leave your device. You fully control your funds.
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                                No accounts, no verification, no KYC for basic features in the wallet. No one can block your funds.
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                                Our support is always ready to help you. Get quick and efficient response via live chat or email.
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                                        KONSTANTIN GLADYCH
                                    

                                    
                                        CEO, PhD in data science with 6 years solid experience in blockchain and cryptocurrencies, 10 years in IT. Konstantin is well-known as the co-founder and CEO of Changelly.com, biggest cryptocurrency instant exchange with over 2 millions active customers monthly and $0.5bln in monthly turnover. Konstantins interests are: decentralization, custody-free solutions, p2p exchangers.
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                                        CHARLIE SHREM
                                    

                                    
                                        Strategic Advisor and Visionary, is an American entrepreneur and bitcoin advocate. In 2011 he co-founded the now-defunct startup company BitInstant, and is a founding member of the Bitcoin Foundation, formerly serving as vice chairman. The Bitcoin Foundation is a nonprofit founded in 2012 with the mission to standardize, protect and promote the use of bitcoin cryptographic money.
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             Videos 

             Review the wallet's UI, get inspired and educated with Atomic Wallet videos. Subscribe to our YouTube channel and stay up to date! 
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                            Have questions about wallet?
                        

                        
                            Contact us, we are always welcome to help you
                            [email protected]
                        

                    

                
        
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        How does Atomic Wallet work?
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Atomic Wallet is a non-custodial decentralized wallet. It means that you own your backup phrase and private keys, thus, you fully control your funds. We have no access to your wallet and your sensitive information. Your 12-words backup and private keys are stored locally on your device and strongly encrypted. Moreover, your funds are not located in the wallet itself, there are safely stored on the blockchain. Atomic Wallet connects directly to the blockchain nodes and shows the information about your balances, transaction history and everything you see in the wallet. It also allows you to perform transactions on the blockchain. Atomic Wallet also provides you with exchange and buying crypto services with the help of our partners.
                                        

                                    

                                

                            
                                
                                    
                                        What is a 12-word backup?
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Your 12-word backup is the key to your wallet. It has essential meaning for keeping your funds safe. Think about it as a login to your bank account: whoever owns it, can access your funds. 12-word backup is a master key that is provided to you when you first create the wallet. Public and private addresses for each coin are derived with specific algorithms from your backup. If you keep your 12-word backup safe, your wallet is safe. We recommend to store it offline in two different places. Never share it with anybody, even the members of our team!
                                        

                                    

                                

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Is Atomic Wallet safe?
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Atomic Wallet is an interface that gives you access to your funds on the blockchain. The most important information, such as your private keys and backup phrase, is stored locally on your device and is strongly encrypted. The wallet and all the operations within it are protected with a password. Atomic Wallet doesn't store any of your private data, making you the exclusive owner of your keys and funds. Answering the question, your wallet is safe if you follow these basic safety rules: Keep your device safe. If your device is compromised, the wallet can be compromised too. Never share your 12-word backup or private keys with anybody. Your backup is like a key to your wallet, whoever owns it, owns the funds. Take your passwords seriously. Make a unique and strong password for Atomic Wallet and store it in a trusted password manager.
                                        

                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    

                
        
            

        

     







    
        
            
                Even more cool features are coming
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                Subscribe and receive a gift!
            

            
                60% OFF fees on your first crypto purchase
            

            
                Join 700,000 subscribers for a weekly newsletter on the biggest crypto news and Atomic updates.
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                Atomic Wallet est temporairement indisponible pour les nouveaux utilisateurs résidant en France. Si vous êtes un utilisateur existant, vos fonds cryptographiques ne sont pas affectés par cela. Nos excuses pour tout inconvénient. 

Si vous avez des questions, n'hésitez pas à nous contacter à [email protected]
            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                
            
            
                Thanks for subscribing
            

            
                We also have a YouTube channel with crypto video guides and news
            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Check out our YouTube
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                Follow Atomic Wallet on social media for future giveaways and updates
            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                
            
            
                Feel free to join our social media to stay in touch with Atomic Wallet!
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                These links were created just for you
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                    Subscribe  for Updates

                    Be the first to receive the latest project updates and crypto guides
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                Our IOS app is temporarily unavailable on Apple Store.
            

            
                We are currently investigating the issue. Your funds are safe on the blockchain. Your previously downloaded version is active and should work on your device. You can always restore your funds with a backup phrase and access the wallet on another OS. Please make sure you have your backup phrase saved offline in a safe place.
                You can find 12 words in Settings -> Security -> Private keys & Backup page. Never share them to anyone!
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            Atomic Wallet does not provide any virtual asset services or any financial services, nor does provide any advisory, mediation, brokerage or agent services. Virtual asset services are provided to Atomic Wallet’ customers by third party service providers, which activities and services are beyond Atomic’ control. We urge all Atomic Wallet’ customers to familiarize themselves with the terms and conditions of third-party virtual asset service providers before engagement into a business relationship. 

We also note that Atomic Wallet is not the creator of and does not have any control over any of the virtual currencies that the Atomic Desktop and Mobile Wallet Applications allow Atomic Wallet’ customers to use. Atomic Wallet’ customers balance and actual transaction history are supported by each cryptocurrency blockchain explorer. Atomic Wallet does not collect or store any private keys, backup phrases or passwords. Further, Atomic Wallet does not hold, collect, or transfer any assets from or to its customers wallets in any form.
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